After you utter a few half-hearted compliments, Wendy walks off with a sense of satisfaction. You're glad that ended quickly, because your date with Google wasn't going to last.

On a local online forum, a number of conspiracy theorists are discussing the chimera sightings. As usual, most of their speculations are over the top. However, you note an observation that the news didn't report: strange animalistic sounds are emanating from underneath one of the buildings in the Central Business District. Your next stop is clear.

Exiting the library, a campaigner approaches you.

"Hello! How are you! Mind doing this quiz for me? It'll be reaaaaaaaaaaaaaaly quick!"

Min looks on in amusement as you gingerly take the iPad from her. You figure that it is quicker to do the quiz rather than attempt to ward off her persistent advances. After all, time is of the essence.

Try the quiz at: